Judith Chevalier, the William S. Beinecke Professor of Finance and Economics, has been named to the new post of deputy provost for faculty development. Steven Girvin, the Eugene Higgins Professor of Physics and Applied Physics, has been appointed deputy provost for science and technology. Both will begin their new posts on Sept. 1.

The appointments were precipitated by the departure of former deputy provost Kim Bottomly, who was named president of Wellesley College. Hamilton says that the division of her former job responsibilities allows for the new deputy provosts to give full attention to their particular areas.

“Because of the high value we place on faculty career development, in general, and the continued diversification of faculty, in particular, we have decided to divide Kim’s former responsibilities and create a new deputy provost dedicated to faculty development,” said Hamilton in an-nouncing the new appointments. “This allows us to return the full attentions of a deputy provost to another of our institutional priorities, the strengthening of science and technology at Yale.”

Deputy provosts help shape and implement the academic, administrative and budgetary policies of the University. Chevalier will work with deans and other deputy and associate provosts on developing new programs and policies focused on increasing faculty diversity and the retention of women and underrepresented minorities in the sciences, and establishing career development for all faculty. Girvin will take responsibility for the Faculty of Arts and Sciences departments in the natural
Chevalier, a 1989 graduate of Yale College, holds a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She was previously an assistant professor at Harvard University and a professor at the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business. Her research is in the areas of both finance and industrial organization. Chevalier is an elected member of the executive committee of the American Economic Association, a former co-editor of the American Economic Review and a former board member of the Committee on the Status of Women in the Economic Profession. A member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, she won the first biennial Elaine Bennett Prize given by the American Economic Association in 1999. At Yale, she is a member of the council of the Women Faculty Forum, a fellow of Davenport College and a member of the executive committee for the MacMillan Center.

Girvin earned his B.S. in physics from Bates College and master’s degrees from the University of Maine and Princeton University, where he also received his Ph.D. He did postdoctoral research at Indiana University and at Chalmers University in Göteborg, Sweden. After serving as a staff physicist at the National Bureau of Standards (now NIST) from 1979 to 1987, Girvin joined the faculty of Indiana University and moved to Yale in 2001. His research focuses on theoretical studies of collective quantum behavior in many particle systems. Since coming to Yale, he has also been interested in quantum optics and quantum computation. A member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Sciences, he was awarded the Buckley Prize of the American Physical Society in 2007. At Yale, he is a fellow of Morse College and previously served as director of graduate studies in physics and as an associate director of the Yale Institute for Nanoscience and Quantum Engineering.
Yale will bring educational treasures to iTunesU

Appointments Announced

- Yale College deans for student and Native American affairs
- Deputy provosts for science, faculty development
- Coordinator of community programs in science

Yale Arab Alumni Association launched this summer

Yalies get taste of Hollywood as ‘Indiana Jones’ extras

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT NEWS

- Five new faculty members begin teaching this fall
- Students win championship round of new game show
- New clinic offers free aid to local businesses, non-profits
- Jeffrey Sonnenfeld cited as a business school ‘All Star’

DevVane Lectures to explore impact of performing arts

Scientists discover that evolution is driven by gene regulation

Exhibit explores fusion of fact and fiction in pirate portrayals

Also on view at the Beinecke Library

Exhibit features landscapes by photographer Jem Southam

Volunteers will again help during ‘Days of Caring’

Show celebrates East Asia collection’s 100th anniversary

Appointments at Center for Bioethics include a new director, David Smith

New residential college deans named

Events explore topics of reconciliation and ‘laws common to all mankind’

Yale Art Museums’ Open House to feature music, tours and more

Yale Library unveils blog and search tool

OISS seeking hosts for its Community Friends program

IN MEMORIAM

- Letty Russell: Feminist theologian, leader in ecumenical movement
- Brevard S. Childs: Influential Old Testament scholar, beloved teacher
- Memorial service to be held for astronomy researcher Dorrit Hoffleit

Campus Notes